
The IN3-UOC Grants Selection and Evaluation Committee have selected the following candidates:

BAKHTIARY DAVIJANI, AMIR HOSSEIN ²
GIL VALLEJO, LARA
HAFEZI, MOHAMMAD HESSAM ²
KALLARA RAJAPPAN, ARUN KUMAR
KRUSTA, MONIKA MARIA
MAJÓ VÁZQUEZ, SÍLVIA
NARDINI, KRIZIA
ORTIZ FERNÁNDEZ, AIDA ¹,²
PALAUS GALLEGO, MARC ¹
ROMERO RIVERA, EUNICE

Also, the following candidates have been designated as substitute:

AKHRIF JILALI, HAFSA ²
BLANCHÉ TARRAGÓ, DANIEL
CAMPANELLA CASAS, INÉS
KALKINA, VALERIYA
MIQUEL RIBÉ, MARC
NUÑEZ ORDIZ, GERMÁN ¹,²
VIÑAS BARDOLET, CLARA ²
ZAKERINEJAD, NEGAR ²
ZAWADZKA, ALICJA JOANNA ²

¹ Admission conditioned to hold the Master’s degree before the beginning of the academic year 2013-2014.

² Admission conditioned to submit a certificate which proves a level of skill in English equivalent to level C1 of the Common European Reference Framework for Language before May 31th, 2013.

The beneficiaries are subjected to the rules established in the Call for Applications for IN3-UOC Grants for Doctoral Thesis – 2013-2014, within the framework of the Statute for Research Staff in Training approved by Royal Decree 63/2006 of 27 January 2006.

The beneficiary must formally accept the grant by means of a standardised document and submission of the corresponding documents within a maximum of 30 days of the ruling.

Barcelona, April, 12th, 2013.

[Signature]
Teresa Sancho Vinuesa
Vice- Chancellor for Research